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REGGIO CAPTURED WITHOUT THE FIRING OF A SINGLE SHOT

From E. A Montague, representing the Combined Press

North of Reggio

Sep. 3, 6 p.m.

The evening of our first day in Italy finds our invasion still prospering and

still virtually unopposed. During the day, the British force to which I am attached
consolidated its bridgehead by occupying, against very slight resistance, all the

heights in its sector which offered the enemy artillery direct observation of beaches

and coastal plain, Men and material have been pouring ashore all day in spite of

three more tentative attacks by enemy planes this afternoon. These attacks, which

were made by small groups of planes, were not by strong and quick anti-aircraft fire

we have already landed an astonishing number of ack-ack guns as of everything else -

and they didn't interrupt the progress of. unloading for more than, a few minutes

each time.

During the afternoon I drove through Reggio which had been captured early this

morning without the firing of a single shot. It was almost deserted though one saw

occasional groups of people in the poorer streets* It had had a certain amount of

bombing and shelling though no worse than Catania which moons that the vast majority

•of houses and many entire streets were untouched. But evidently richer people had

evacuated it in body for the whole length of the chief street was empty but for three

people and every shop was locked end shuttered.

Carabineiri wearing the arm-bands which shewed they had agreed to maintain order

under our direction, were standing at street corners and controlling a broad queue at

the bakery.

A certain amount cf furtive looting by Italians seemed to be going on; we

stopped a man and a boy carrying large cardboard boxes filled with soap, always a

rare luxury in ex-occupied countries, and I saw: carabinieri stop another man with a

suspicious parcel under his arm.

The attitude of the people of Reggio towards us varied from sullen to moderately
"cordial; only one group in a very poor street waved and shouted to us, but various

others smiled and became amiably talkative when we drew them out. But the only road,

enthusiasm that I saw was that of Italian prisoners who were being herded along the

streets in large batches by single and singularly bored privates. They were frankly

rejoicing and exuberantly trying to fraternise with their captors who eyed them

sceptically but sometimes responded to the extent of a guarded handshake.

Since I began this dispatch the Germans have tried another tip-and-run raid but

this remains the only form of serious hindrance the enemy has offered to our opera-

tion* what mystifies all of us is the fact that no bridges have been blown or roads

demolished* after their success of these tactics in Sicily it seems astonishing

they have not repeated them here where the country is particularly suited to their

use.
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